
Grandview Men’s Golf Club 
Administrative Rules 
Adopted 12/12/2023 

 
 
Rule 1:  Limit Shotgun Field to 128 Players 
Shotgun fields will be limited to a maximum of 128 players.  On days when 128 players request to play 
in a field, the Monitor will arrange and combine social group players to form foursomes.  When more 
than 128 players request to play in a particular shotgun field (PM or AM), an “Overage” exists and 
must be cured.  The Club Monitor will select a sufficient number of players or social groups to cure the 
Overage and give them the opportunity to play in the other shotgun field so long as there is room 
there.  The Club Monitor shall maintain a list of the players and groups used to cure overages.  Once a 
player or social group has been used to cure an overage, they will not be selected again until all other 
players or groups normally playing in the field have been used.  
 
Rule 2: No Guests When Field Is Full 
No guests will be allowed to play in any shotgun field that has 120 or more members requesting to 
play in it.  Legitimate prospective members will not be considered as guests for this rule on their first 
round played with the Club.  
 
Rule 3: Social Group Representative 
The Club includes many players who regularly play together as separate groups (Social Groups) within 
regular weekly Club events.  Social Groups regularly having 8 or more players participating in Club play 
must have a designated Social Group Representative that exclusively communicates with the Club 
Monitor all requests for pairings and player changes, for the Social Group.  Each Social Group should 
also have one Alternate Representative designated in case the primary Representative is not available.  
Social Groups having less than 8 players regularly in Club play are encouraged, but not required, to 
have one member handle the group’s communications with the Club Monitor. 
 
Rule 4: Deadline for Signup to Play is Sunday 8:00 PM 
The deadline for being added to the weekly tournament is 8:00 PM on the Sunday preceding the date 
of play.  Players withdrawing from play are asked to notify the monitor as soon as possible. 
 
Rule 5: Scorecard Errors 
A submitted scorecard is final, and will not be changed after it is received by the Club Monitor.  An 
incorrect score (errors in addition are excluded) or tee submitted will result in that player’s 
disqualification from all contests affected by the error. 
 
Rule 6: Pace of Play 
Every player must ride in a cart.  Carrying your bag or walking with a push or electric bag cart is not 
allowed. 


